Bailey's Story

*A Dog's Purpose* Novel

W. Bruce Cameron

Meet Bailey--a very special dog with a very important purpose. A heartwarming middle-grade novel adapted from the bestselling *A Dog's Purpose*--soon to be a major motion picture!

Every dog has work to do. Every dog has a purpose.

When Bailey meets eight-year-old Ethan, he quickly figures out his purpose: to play with the boy, to explore the Farm during summers with the boy, and to tidy the boy's dishes by licking them clean (only when Mom isn't watching). But Bailey soon learns that life isn't always so simple--that sometimes bad things happen--and that there can be no greater purpose than to protect the boy he loves.

*Bailey's Story* is a moving tale about a dog and his boy for young animal lovers by W. Bruce Cameron, bestselling author of the acclaimed novel *A Dog's Purpose*. Adorable black-and-white illustrations by Richard Cowdrey bring Bailey and his world to life. A discussion and activity guide at the end of the book will help promote family and classroom discussions about *Bailey's Story* and the insights it provides about humankind's best friends.

**PRAISE**

"Ellie's view of the world is spot-on, feeling just like the thoughts dogs must have... A satisfying and illuminating tale." --*Kirkus Reviews* on *Ellie's Story: A Dog's Purpose*

"Cameron has written other books about dogs for adults, and this one is a charming and delightful story about what it means to be a working dog... The book is a must for middle school libraries." --*VOYA* 4Q 4P M

"Readers will devour this wonderful story and cry from beginning to end. Sweet and heartfelt, Cameron likely has another bestseller on his hands." --*Publishers Weekly*, starred review, on *A Dog's Journey*

"An amazing book." --Alice Walker, Pulitzer Prize-winning...

ELLIE’S STORY
A DOG’S PURPOSE NOVEL
A STORY FOR YOUNG READERS FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR
W. BRUCE CAMERON

MARKETING
Plans:
- National print and search advertising in middle-grade, trade, and education media
- Select appearances
- Extensive online publicity campaign including trailer
- Print review attention
- Cross-promotion with author’s 300K Facebook fans
- Educational marketing inc. extensive galley distribution, submission to major awards, Booklist Webinar and Bookbuzz title, major conferences
- Extensive promotion across Tor/Forge's multiple online platforms

PRAISE
"Cameron has written other books about dogs for adults, and this one is a charming and delightful story about what it means to be a working dog. An activity guide and discussion questions at the end of the book will encourage understanding about Ellie and others like her who truly are humans' best friends in so many ways. The book is a must for middle-school libraries." --VOYA

"Readers will devour this wonderful story and cry from beginning to end. Sweet and heartfelt, Cameron likely has another bestseller on his hands." --Publishers Weekly, starred review, on A Dog’s Journey

Exile for Dreamers

A Stranje House Novel

Kathleen Baldwin

The newest book in a captivating new YA series set in Regency England that the New York Times Book Review calls "enticing from the first sentence."

Tess can't run far enough or fast enough to escape the prophetic dreams that haunt her. Dreams bring nothing but death and grief, and Tess refuses to accept that she may be destined for the same madness that destroyed her mother. Until her disturbing dreams become the only means of saving Lord Ravencross, the man she loves, and her friends at Stranje House from Lady Daneska and her lover, the Ghost-agent of Napoleon, who has escaped from Elba. Can the young ladies of Stranje House prevail once more? Or is England destined to fall into the hands of the power-mad dictator?

Fans of Gail Carriger, Patricia Wrede, and Caroline Stevermer will love this Regency-era alternate history filled with spunky heroines, handsome young lords, and dastardly villains.

PRAISE

"Gender stereotypes are turned upside down [and] swoony moments also abound." --The New York Times Book Review on A School for Unusual Girls

"A tale of daring, conspiracy, adventure, and romance. This alternative history series will appeal to fans of Gail Carriger's works and The Cecelia and Kate novels by Patricia C. Wrede and Caroline Stevermer." --School Library Journal on A School for Unusual Girls

"Baldwin has crafted a Regency romance that celebrates smart, strong young women who... hold their own with the men they encounter, oftentimes besting them both intellectually and physically." --Booklist on A School for Unusual Girls

KATHLEEN BALDWIN has written several award-winning traditional Regency romances for adults, including Lady Fiasco, winner of Cataromance's Best Traditional Regency, and Mistaken Kiss, a HOLT Medallion finalist. A School for Unusual Girls, Book 1 in the Stranje House series, was her first book for teens. She lives in Texas with her family.
A School for Unusual Girls

A Stranje House Novel

Kathleen Baldwin

The launch of a captivating new YA series set in Regency England that the New York Times Book Review calls "enticing from the first sentence."

It's 1814. Napoleon is exiled on Elba. Europe is in shambles. Britain is at war on four fronts. And Stranje House, a School for Unusual Girls, has become one of Regency England's dark little secrets. The daughters of the beau monde who don't fit high society's constrictive mold are banished to Stranje House to be reformed into marriageable young ladies. Or so their parents think. In truth, Headmistress Emma Stranje, the original unusual girl, has plans for the young ladies--plans that entangle the girls in the dangerous world of spies, diplomacy, and war.

After accidentally setting her father's stables on fire while performing a scientific experiment, Miss Georgiana Fitzwilliam is sent to Stranje House. But Georgie has no intention of being turned into a simpering, puddingheaded, marriageable miss. She plans to escape as soon as possible--until she meets Lord Sebastian Wyatt. Thrust together in a desperate mission to invent a new invisible ink for the English war effort, Georgie and Sebastian must find a way to work together without losing their heads--or their hearts.

PRAISE

"Gender stereotypes are turned upside down [and] swoony moments also abound." --The New York Times Book Review

"A tale of daring, conspiracy, adventure, and romance. This alternative history series will appeal to fans of Gail Carriger's works and The Cecelia and Kate novels by Patricia C. Wrede and Caroline Stevermer." --School Library Journal

"Baldwin has crafted a Regency romance that celebrates smart, strong young women who... hold their own with the men they encounter, oftentimes besting them both intellectually and physically." --Booklist

KATHLEEN BALDWIN has written several award-winning traditional Regency romances for adults, including Lady Fiasco, winner of Cataromance's Best Traditional Regency, and Mistaken Kiss, a HOLT Medallion finalist. A School for Unusual Girls is her first book for teens. She lives in Texas with her family.
The Shattered Lens

Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians

Brandon Sanderson

New deluxe hardcover editions of the Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians middle-grade series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson

Alcatraz Smedry is up against a whole army of Evil Librarians in this fourth adventure, with only his friend Bastille, a few pairs of glasses, and an unlimited supply of exploding teddy bears to help him. This time, even Alcatraz's extraordinary talent for breaking things may not be enough to defeat the army of Evil Librarians and their giant librarian robots.

PRAISE

"This is an excellent choice to read aloud to the whole family. It's funny, exciting, and briskly paced. The message it gives young readers is that a person's flaws—being late, breaking things, etc.—can sometimes turn into useful talents."

--Nancy Pearl on NPR'S Morning Edition

"In this original, hysterical homage to fantasy literature, Sanderson's first novel for youth recalls the best in Artemis Fowl and A Series of Unfortunate Events."

--VOYA

"A happily action-packed romp... and a cliffhanger ending that promises more of the same. Plus dinosaurs in tweed vests. Who could ask for more?" -Horn Book

BRANDON SANDERSON is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Rithmatist and Steelheart, both of which were selected for the American Library Association's Teens' Top Ten list. He's also written many popular and award-winning books for adults. His middle grade series, Alcatraz Versus the Evil Librarians, is now available in deluxe editions. Visit him online at BrandonSanderson.com.
Steeplejack

A.J. Hartley

Thoughtfully imaginative and action-packed, Steeplejack is New York Times bestselling A. J. Hartley's YA debut set in a 19th-century South African fantasy world

Seventeen-year-old Anglet Sutonga, Ang for short, repairs the chimneys, towers, and spires of Bar-Selehm, the ethnically-diverse industrial capital of a land resembling Victorian South Africa. The city was built on the trade of luxorite, a priceless glowing mineral. When the Beacon, a historical icon made of luxorite, is stolen, it makes the headlines. But no one cares about the murder of Ang's new apprentice, Berrit—except for Josiah Willinghouse, an enigmatic young politician, who offers Ang a job investigating Berrit's death. On top of this, Ang struggles with the responsibility of caring for her sister's newborn child.

As political secrets unfold and racial tensions surrounding the Beacon's theft rise, Ang navigates the constricting traditions of her people, the murderous intentions of her former boss, and the conflicting impulses of a fledgling romance. With no one to help her except a savvy newspaper girl and a kindhearted herder from the savannah, Ang must resolve the mysterious link between Berrit and the missing Beacon before the city is plunged into chaos.

A fresh take on historical fantasy attune to today's demand for multicultural YA, Steeplejack will resonate with readers of all ages.

"With its unique South African-inspired setting, richly-drawn and diverse cast of characters, and unstoppable plot, readers of any age won't be able to put Steeplejack down!"—Carrie Ryan, New York Times bestselling author

"A richly realized world, an intensely likable character, and a mystery to die for."—Cory Doctorow, New York Times-bestselling author

"Teens and adults will love this book and want more, more, more!"—Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of Rot & Ruin and The Orphan Army.

"A.J. Hartley has created an exquisite, explosive, nail-biting, tear-rousing masterpiece, in a world so realistic it might be right around the corner."—Faith Hunter, New York Times bestselling author

A.J. HARTLEY is the international bestselling author of a dozen novels including several archaeological thrillers, the Darwen Arkwright children's series, the Will Hawthorne fantasy adventures, and novels based on Macbeth and Hamlet. He is the Robinson Distinguished Professor of Shakespeare at UNC Charlotte.
MARKETING

Plans:
- National advertising targeting science fiction/fantasy & YA audiences across multiple formats
- Feature title promotion at major fan conventions
- Online publicity campaign
- Select author appearances inc. teen book festivals
- Promotion across Tor/Forge’s multiple online platforms
- Educational marketing inc. galley distribution; national conference promotions; & book buzz, webinar, & select major trade advertising
- Appearances at national & regional trade shows

PRAISE

"What a world Hartley has created! Enough twists and surprises to keep the pages turning long into the night."—R.L. Stine

"A unique epic adventure set in a richly imagined world; lush, exotic and masterfully written. It's Sherlock Holmes, Oliver Twist, and Indiana Jones rolled into one."—Lissa Price, internationally bestselling author of Starters and Enders

"Smart and socially-aware, this fabulous debut adds to the growing library of multicultural fantasy and is a loudly resounding success."—Nisi Shawl, Tiptree Award-winning author and co-author of Writing the Other: A Practical Approach

"Hartley has created a world so gritty and real I could taste the soot."—Maurice Broaddus, author of the Knights of Breton Court trilogy

JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE
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“A richly realized world, an intensely likeable character, and a mystery to die for.”
—Cory Doctorow, New York Times Bestselling Author

“Smart and socially-aware, this fabulous debut adds to the growing library of multicultural fantasy and is a loudly resounding success.”—Nisi Shawl, Tiptree Award-winning author and co-author of Writing the Other: A Practical Approach

“Hartley has created a world so gritty and real I could taste the soot.”—Maurice Broaddus, author of the Knights of Breton Court trilogy
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The Galahad Archives Book Two

Into Deep Space

Dom Testa

"Few YA SF series in recent memory have been this satisfying."
--Booklist, starred review, on the series


When the tail of the comet Bhaktul flicks through Earth's atmosphere, deadly particles are left in its wake, and mankind is confronted with a virus that devastates the adult population. A renowned scientist proposes a bold plan: to build a ship that will carry a crew of 251 teenagers to a home in a distant solar system. Two years later, Galahad and its crew are launched. If their mission fails, it will be the end of the human race.

A small group of crew members begins lobbying for their return to Earth--just as the ship enters the Kuiper Belt, the deadly minefield of asteroids that surrounds the solar system. It's up to sixteen-year-old commander Triana Martell to navigate the ship and convince her crew to forge ahead, but what awaits them on the other side of the asteroid belt could render her efforts futile.

**PRAISE**

"A deeper, broader, scarier, and more intellectually stimulating journey with every book. . . . This powerful conclusion proves how deftly Testa planted his seeds of destruction and salvation along the way." --Booklist, starred review, on the Galahad series

"Part space opera, part mystery, the story draws readers in from the beginning with well-placed hooks, plenty of suspense, and a strong premise." --School Library Journal on *The Comet's Curse*

Dom Testa is an author, speaker, and the top-rated morning radio show host in Denver. His non-profit foundation, The Big Brain Club, empowers students to take charge of their education. Visit him online at DomTesta.com.
New York Times bestselling author Carrie Jones introduces sassy alien-hunting cheerleader Mana in the launch of this sparkling new YA SF series

People have always treated seventeen-year-old Mana as someone in need of protection. She's used to being coddled, being an only child, but it's hard to imagine anything could ever happen in her small-town, normal life. As her mother’s babying gets more stifling than ever, she's looking forward to cheering at the big game and getting out of the house for a while.

But that night, Mana's life goes haywire.

First, the hot guy she's been crushing on at school randomly flips out and starts spitting acid during the game. Then they get into a knockdown, drag-out fight in the locker room, during which Mana finds herself leaping around like a kangaroo on steroids. As a flyer on the cheerleading squad, she's always been a good jumper, but this is a bit much. By the time she gets home and finds her house trashed and an alien in the garage, Mana starts to wonder if her mother had her reasons for being overprotective.

It turns out, Mana's frumpy, timid mom is actually an alien hunter, and now she's missing--taking with her a piece of technology that everyone wants their hands on, both human and alien. Now her supposed partner, a guy Mana has never met or heard of (and who seems way too young and way too arrogant to be hunting aliens), has shown up, ordering Mana to come with him. Now, on her own for the first time, Mana will have to find a way to save her mother--and maybe the world--and hope she's up to the challenge.

CARRIE JONES is the New York Times and internationally bestselling author of the Need series, as well as After Obsession with Steven E. Wedel. She is a distinguished alum of Vermont College's MFA Program, and a part-time police dispatcher in Maine. She blogs about her dogs, cops, and a bit about writing, too at carriejonesbooks.com.
MARKETING

Major Campaign:
- National advertising targeting science fiction/fantasy & YA audiences across multiple formats
- Feature title at major fan conventions
- Extensive online publicity campaign to include BookTubers and Tumblr
- Appearances at select bookstores and top teen book festivals
- Promotion across Tor/Forge's multiple online platforms
- Educational marketing inc. galley distribution, national conferences, book buzz, webinar & select major trade advertising

Social Media Stats:
- Author webs...

PRAISE

Praise for Need

"Jones easily wins readers to Zara's side, portraying her as a funny, globally conscious teen who also 'collect[s] fears like other people collect stamps' (obscure phobias serve as chapter titles). Genre fans will enjoy the sizzle between Nick and Zara as well as the paranormal cast."--Publishers Weekly

"Carrie Jones's terrific fantasy/romance/thriller is sure to be a crowd pleaser. This is a taut, satisfying thriller."--School Library Journal

JUVENILE FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION
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Other Available Formats:
The Dragon Lantern

A League of Seven Novel

Alan Gratz

The second in an award-winning steampunk fantasy series full of Lovecraftian monsters—perfect for reluctant middle-grade readers

Archie Dent is convinced that he and his friends Hachi and Fergus are the first three members of a new League of Seven: a group of heroes who come together to fight the Mangleborn whenever the monsters arise to destroy humanity. His belief is put to the test when they are forced to undertake separate missions. Archie and his faithful Tik-Tok servant, Mr. Rivets, pursue a shapeshifting girl who has stolen the Dragon Lantern, an ancient artifact with mysterious powers. And Hachi and Fergus travel to New Orleans to find Madame Blavatsky, the only person who knows the circumstances surrounding the death of Hachi’s father.

In the course of their adventures the three heroes meet potential candidates to join their League. At the same time, they learn deep-rooted secrets that could destroy the League forever.

PRAISE

"An enticing alternate history presents an America in which Native tribes have as much power and presence as Yankees. Gratz has created an imaginative world with appeal far beyond its immediate middle-grade market." —Publishers Weekly on The League of Seven

"An unusual twist to the familiar teens-saving-the-Earth-from-monsters trope: The protagonist is both archetypal hero and, at least potentially, nemesis." —Kirkus Reviews on The League of Seven

"Mr. Gratz, your writings were compelling and ingenious." —Travis, Age 16, YALSA’s YA Galley reviewer, on The Dragon Lantern

ALAN GRATZ is the author of many books for children and teens, including Samurai Shortstop, an ALA Top Ten Book for Young Adults. He began writing The League of Seven series by listing all the things that ten-year-old Alan would have thought were awesome, including brass goggles, airships, tentacled monsters, brains in jars, windup robots, secret societies, and superpowers. (In fact, he still thinks all those things are awesome.) He lives in North Carolina with his wife and daughter.
The Monster War

A League of Seven Novel

Alan Gratz

The third and final book in an award-winning steampunk fantasy series full of Lovecraftian monsters--perfect for reluctant middle-grade readers

Having discovered the monstrous secret of his origins, Archie Dent is no longer certain that he is worthy to be a member of the League of Seven. But with new enemies to face, he realizes that he may not have the luxury of questioning his destiny.

Wielding the Dragon Lantern, the maniacal Philomena Moffett has turned her back on the Septemberist Society, creating her own Shadow League and unleashing a monster army on the American continent. Archie and his friends must race to find the last two members of their league in time to thwart Moffett's plan and rescue humanity once more.

PRAISE

"Those who enjoyed Westerfeld's Leviathan series will also find the League of Seven engaging." --Children's Literature on The Dragon Lantern

"Gratz continues to impress with his alternate 1870s America, which is believable in its innovation and the way it plays with actual events. The scene is set for a dramatic and challenging conclusion in book three." --Booklist on The Dragon Lanterns

"What else can I say, the book has robot ninjas, rayguns, mind-control, and electricity cannons." --Travis, Age 16, YALSA's YA Galley reviewer, on The League of Seven

ALAN GRATZ is the author of many books for children and teens, including Samurai Shortstop, an ALA Top Ten Book for Young Adults. He began writing The League of Seven series by listing all the things that ten-year-old Alan would have thought were awesome, including brass goggles, airships, tentacled monsters, brains in jars, windup robots, secret societies, and superpowers. (In fact, he still thinks all those things are awesome.) He lives in North Carolina with his wife and daughter.
Rebellion

J. A. Souders

The thrilling conclusion to J. A. Souders’s riveting SF psychological thriller series for teens

In this conclusion to J. A. Souders's thrilling, twist-filled Elysium Chronicles series, Evie Winters and Gavin Hunter return to the isolated, dangerous underwater city that they fought so hard to escape.

Back in Elysium at last, Evie has finally found her true self hidden under layers and layers of false memories implanted by the woman she knew as Mother. Thanks to the intervention of her father, she knows the horrible truth about Mother and her insidious plans for the city. With the help of the love of her life, Gavin, and her best friend, Asher St. James, Evie is determined to free her people from the cruel dictatorship of Mother's laws. But how do you free people who don't know they need rescuing?

Working with the growing Underground rebellion, Evie tries to remove Mother from her position by force--with disastrous results. As the body count rises, Evie must find a way to save Elysium before Mother destroys them all.

PRAISE

"[A] dark and exciting YA novel about how striving for perfection leads to murder and manipulation. A solid recommendation for fans of dystopian fiction."--School Library Journal on Renegade

"Grim, vicious, riveting. Renegade is a haunting, unforgettable debut."--Ann Aguirre, national bestselling author of Enclave, on Renegade

J. A. SOUDERS lives in Florida with her husband and their two children and is an active member of the Romance Writers of America, Central Florida Romance Writers, Young Adult Romance Writers of America, and Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators.
The Nightmare Charade

Mindee Arnett

The final installment in a thrilling fantastical mystery series

Sixteen-year-old Dusty Everhart breaks into houses late at night, but not because she's a criminal. No, she's a Nightmare. Literally. Dusty is a magical being who feeds on human dreams.

Being the only Nightmare at Arkwell Academy, a boarding school for magickind, and living in the shadow of her mother's infamy is hard enough, not to mention the crazy events of the past year. Dusty may have saved the day, but there are many days left in the year, and with an old foe back to seek revenge, she'll need all her strength to defeat him and save her friends.

Mindee Arnett thrills again in this stunning final installment in the Arkwell Academy series.

PRAISE

"Brimming with wit and charm... Mindee Arnett has created a brand-new school of magic to delight and enthral us." --Marissa Meyer, New York Times bestselling author of Cinder

"Mindee Arnett has a knack for magic. The world of Nightmares, Sirens, Wizards and Demons at Arkwell Academy is wondrous and strange, yet so human and well-drawn that you get the feeling you might stumble into it by accident if you go out wandering too late..." --Kendare Blake, author of Anna Dressed in Blood

MINDEE ARNETT lives on a horse farm in Ohio with her husband, two kids, a couple of dogs, and an inappropriate number of cats. She's addicted to jumping horses and telling tales of magic and the macabre. Her short stories have appeared in various magazines. Arnett has a master of arts in English literature with an emphasis in creative writing. She blogs and tweets, and is hard at work on her next novel.
Revelations

J. A. Souders

The follow-up to J. A. Souders's riveting SF psychological thriller for teens, Renegade

Six weeks after her arrival on the Surface, Evelyn Winters is no closer to unlocking the memories lost in her subconscious than she was when she first came. Isolated in a strange new society, Evie has only Gavin Hunter to remind her of who she once was.

Even with a clean slate though, it's easy to see that Evie doesn't fit in on the Surface. And as her differences make her feel more and more alone, she can't help but yearn for that place she doesn't remember: the isolated city hidden in the depths of the ocean. Elysium. Home.

She can't exactly tell Gavin what she's feeling. Not when he's the one who helped her escape Elysium in the first place, and has the scars to prove it. Though the doctors say otherwise, Gavin believes that Evie just needs time...until her ever-elusive memories begin to collide with reality. People and images from her past appear in the most unlikely places, haunting her, provoking her... and making her seem not only strange but dangerous.

Evie and Gavin can't wait around for those memories to return. They'll have to journey across the Outlands of the Surface to find help, and in the end, their search may just lead them back to the place where it all started... .

PRAISE

"[A] dark and exciting YA novel about how striving for perfection leads to murder and manipulation. A solid recommendation for fans of dystopian fiction."--School Library Journal on Renegade

"Grim, vicious, riveting. Renegade is a haunting, unforgettable debut."--Ann Aguirre, national bestselling author of Enclave

J. A. SOUDERS lives in Florida with her husband and their two children and is an active member of the Romance Writers of America, Central Florida Romance Writers, Young Adult Romance Writers of America, and Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators. www.jasouders.com
The Glass Arrow

Kristen Simmons

In the vein of *The Handmaid's Tale*, a haunting, yet hopeful, stand-alone novel from the author of the Article 5 trilogy

Once there was a time when men and women lived as equals, when girl babies were valued, and women could belong only to themselves. But that was ten generations ago. Now women are property, to be sold and owned and bred, while a strict census keeps their numbers manageable and under control. The best any girl can hope for is to end up as some man's forever wife, but most are simply sold and resold until they're all used up.

Only in the wilderness, away from the city, can true freedom be found. Aya has spent her whole life in the mountains, looking out for her family and hiding from the world, until the day the Trackers finally catch her.

*Article 5* author Kristen Simmons once again brings thoughtful social awareness to a riveting, page-turning adventure with characters you won't want to leave.

PRAISE

"*The Glass Arrow* by Kristen Simmons plumbs readers into a heart-wrenching and wholly startling new world. Aya's story is terrifying in the best possible way, and left me shuddering over the painful awareness of humanity's darkest capability, and yet not losing sight of its greatest potential. Simmons portrays a stunning heroine of strength and resilience that captivated me until the very last page." --Christina Farley, author of *Gilded*

"Fully imagined and richly written, *The Glass Arrow* seamlessly blends the best of adventure and romance with characters you will root for. I was transported." --Amy Christine Parker, author of *Gated*

KRISTEN SIMMONS has a master's degree in social work and is an advocate for mental health. She is the author of the Article 5 series. Simmons lives with her husband, Jason, and their precious greyhound, Rudy, in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Vicarious

Paula Stokes

An unpredictable psychological thriller with a twisty plot and an unreliable narrator in which nothing is quite as it seems

Two sisters. One future.

Winter Kim and her sister, Rose, have escaped the past and started over in a new place where no one knows who they used to be. Now they work as digital stunt girls for Rose's ex-boyfriend, Gideon, engaging in dangerous and enticing activities while recording their neural impulses for his Vicarious Sensory Experiences, or ViSEs. Whether it's bungee jumping, shark diving, or grinding up against celebrities at the city's hottest dance clubs, Gideon can make it happen for you, for a price.

When Rose disappears and a ViSE recording of her murder is delivered to Gideon, Winter is devastated. She won't rest until she finds her sister's killer. But when the clues she uncovers conflict with the digital recordings her sister made, Winter isn't sure what to believe. To find out what happened to Rose, she'll have to untangle what's real from what only seems real, risking her own life in the process.

Paula Stokes weaves together a series of mysteries and the story of an unbreakable bond between two sisters in this unforgettable high-tech thrill ride.

PRAISE

"Love. Drama. Subterfuge. This one has it all."--Teen Vogue on The Art of Lainey

"Romantic, witty, and unexpectedly deep. For anyone who has ever had their heart broken, life-plan turned on its head, and future suddenly in question, this book is for you."--Rachel Harris, author of A Tale of Two Centuries and Taste the Heat, on The Art of Lainey

Paula Stokes grew up in St. Louis, Missouri where she studied psychology and nursing. In between her degrees, she spent a year teaching English in Seoul, South Korea. Paula is the author of several books for teens, including Liars, Inc. She currently lives in Portland, Oregon.
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